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Create a dynamic array of buttons in
a dialog box. Each button in the
array will have its own properties. In
this article, we will cover following
topics. In this tutorial we will show
you how to get an Access Token
from Microsoft Account and then
how to create an HTTP request using
the Microsoft Graph API. As we all
know that the token is generated only
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once so we will create a file to store
the token to use it on other request to
Microsoft API. In this tutorial, we
will show you how to make an HTTP
Request to the Microsoft Graph API
and get all the Contacts from the
Exchange Server. We will make an
example request and you can
implement the same to your
application. You will learn how to
use SQL to store and retrieve data in
your Windows Azure database. You
will learn how to persist data to the
database using the Store Procedure
and read data from the database
using the Retrieve Procedure. In this
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video tutorial, we will show you how
to retrieve the Contacts from
Exchange server. We will start with
creating an ActiveX control
(TjanActiveXControl) and in the
next step, we will create the
Procedure (TjanProcedure) to call
the API and store the response to the
database. In the final step, we will
retrieve the data from the database.
In this tutorial, we will show you
how to create SQL Database table
from the Azure Data Explorer. In the
first part, we will connect to the
Azure SQL Database and create
table and column. In the next part,
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we will insert data to the table. In the
last part, we will create SQL view
and select data from the view. In this
tutorial, we will explain how to use
Access Token to authenticate your
requests. We will create a sample
application in Delphi and use the
information to create HTTP
requests. We will use this application
to make GET, POST and DELETE
HTTP requests to the Microsoft
Graph API. In this tutorial, we will
learn how to create a Digital
Signature using Digital Certificate.
We will learn Digital certificate and
create an ActiveX Control. We will
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use the ActiveX Control to make a
request to the Microsoft Graph API
to create the user certificate. We will
download the Digital Certificate and
create a user certificate. We will
make a request to the Graph API
using the certificate. In this tutorial,
we will show you how to find a
contact in Outlook email body
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Description: Delphi Component via
a C++ DLL. Does not contain native
code. HTML5 Component via a C++
DLL. Does not contain native code.
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Resizeable Grid Component via a
C++ DLL. Does not contain native
code. Vector Component via a C++
DLL. Does not contain native code.
Simple Calculator Component via a
C++ DLL. Does not contain native
code. Dimensionless Component via
a C++ DLL. Does not contain native
code. Accessory : An application that
can be inserted into another
application's window. For example, a
desktop accessory can run in a
corner of the desktop window, or it
can be embedded within a web
browser window. (See
SetBrowserUrl.) Anchor : A
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rectangular area that can be dragged
and dropped onto another item on
the page. This area is positioned
relative to the item to which it is
being dropped. In some browsers,
the area is labeled with a handle or
handle button. Application : A
component that runs in a window,
usually along with other application
components such as a toolbar, an
icon, or a menu. Application
Program Interface (API) : The
programming interface that
applications use to access functions
and objects in Microsoft Windows.
Archive File :A computer file that
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contains information about computer
software, sound, images, or any other
kind of information that can be
stored in a file. Assisted Media Kit :
The Assisted Media Kit provides
support for screens that are not
standard text-only or graphics-only
screens. The Assisted Media Kit lets
you access the Internet, look up
items on the Web, and access
specific websites. The kit also
includes a help tool, Internet
Browser, that allows users to access
the Internet and look up websites.
Assembly Language : The basic
instructions that a computer’s
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microprocessor can understand, that
it can use to perform specific
operations. Automatic Help : A help
file that is opened automatically if
you save a file that has a ".hlp"
extension. Automatic Save : Saved
files are stored by default in a
directory called “Desktop” on the
computer’s hard drive. Browser
(HTML Document) : A user
interface (UI) application, which acts
as a window into the World Wide
Web (WWW). A browser can be a
separate program, or can be a web
page component. In Windows
81e310abbf
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The TjanArrayButton component
provides an Array of buttons. It
allows you to set columns, rows,
colors, captions and hints. The
TjanArrayButton component has an
OnArrayButtonClicked event that
can be used to determine the column
and row of the clicked button. This
component supports colors, captions
and hints and can be used as an array
container or dropdown.
TJArrayButtons Demo: The code for
the TJArrayButtons demo is shown
below. TJArrayButtons Code: with T
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JArrayButtons.Create(Naming.Comp
onentNaming.All) do begin try if not
Supports(TComponent(Self).ClassIn
fo.ComponentName, 'Create') then
begin ShowMessage('Unsupported
component.'); exit; end; // Create the
controls. AddButtons(
CreateButton(ButtonStyle.bsButton,
Btn1, Col1, Row1, Caption1, Hint1,
OnClick1),
CreateButton(ButtonStyle.bsButton,
Btn2, Col2, Row2, Caption2, Hint2,
OnClick2),
CreateButton(ButtonStyle.bsButton,
Btn3, Col3, Row3, Caption3, Hint3,
OnClick3),
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CreateButton(ButtonStyle.bsButton,
Btn4, Col4, Row4, Caption4, Hint4,
OnClick4),
CreateButton(ButtonStyle.bsButton,
Btn5, Col5, Row5, Caption5, Hint5,
OnClick5),
CreateButton(ButtonStyle.bsButton,
Btn6, Col6, Row6, Caption6, Hint6,
OnClick6),
CreateButton(ButtonStyle.bsButton,
Btn7, Col7, Row7, Caption7, Hint7,
OnClick7),
CreateButton(ButtonStyle.bsButton,
Btn8, Col8, Row8, Caption8, Hint8,
OnClick8)); result := True; end;
except result := False; end; end; //
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Show the dialog and process the
response. try ShowDialog; if result
then begin Btn1Click(0, 0); end; end;
end; This component can be added to
What's New In?

This component, also called the
TjanButtonArray, is an array of
buttons that can be configured to any
size and can be of any shape. Unlike
other similar components, this
component allows you to control the
color of the button through a
different color scheme based on a
color scheme list. In addition, you
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can set captions and hints for the
buttons, and also add an onClick
event for each button. Also you can
set a format for the date in the
format settings. Version history:
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System Requirements For TjanArrayButton:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8,
Windows 10 CPU: Intel Pentium 4
3.4GHz or faster Memory: 1 GB or
more GPU: OpenGL-3.0 compatible
or DirectX-9.0 compatible graphics
card Hard Disk: 40 MB Processor:
Dual Core or more System
Requirements: OS: Windows XP,
Windows Vista, Windows 7,
Windows 8 CPU: Intel Pentium 4
2.8GHz or faster GPU: OpenGL-3
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